
CAMPUSWELTEN LÜBECK 
INNOVATIVE. DIVERSE. INCLUSIVE.

The preserved landscape combines recreational uses and valuable natural space.

Framework 

assignment Urban design and open space planning competition
location Lübeck size 74 ha client Gebäudemanagement Schleswig-
Holstein AöR services Urban design and open space planning status 
in progress, 2022 team Oliver Seidel, Lukas Hegele, Lisa Iglseder, 
Jacob Fielers award 1. price

In addition to the university, the campus is also home to the Technical Univer-
sity, the University Hospital Schleswig-Holstein and other research institutions. 
In the course of the redesign, strategic guidelines were developed to steer the 
growth into a cohesive campus. The focus was placed on the development of 
existing structures and the preservation and qualification of green spaces. The 
development strategies are independent of each other in terms of content 
and time and can react flexibly to unforeseeable events. 

The profiling of characterful subspaces provides orientation in the placement 
of new functional modules, creates synergies between them and serves 
orientation within the campus through recognisability. In addition to high-quality 
places of arrival, a knowledge path creates clarity in the circulation of the quarter. 

In order to become an independent, lively district, the aim was to intensify 
use through residential uses and community facilities. Underused places are 
activated and reprogrammed. The sense of belonging to the city is reinforced 
by numerous links with the surrounding area. Existing barriers such as fences 
are removed.



MENSA

creating better places. | 

Subspaces with strong character provide orientation in the placement of functions, create 
synergies between them and serve orientation through recognisability.

The campus will be closely connected with its surroundings via numerous links and thus 
become part of the city. Existing barriers such as fences will be removed and open spaces 
made accessible.

The expanded refectory forms an urban endpoint for Carlebachpark, shapes a meeting point on the campus and reorganises the central space. 

As the entrance to the campus, the arrival points needed a high-quality design. On the 
campus, the knowledge path creates clarity and orientation.

Through clear profiling and reorganisation of the benefits, lively places are created. Places 
that are underused today are activated and reprogrammed.
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